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Newest Penny Auction - Swipe Bids

Penny auctions are hot and SwipeBids has some great products and name brand products to bid on. Pay
pennies on the dollar for TV’s, cameras, IPhone and other cool products.

May 25, 2010 - PRLog -- New York, New York May 25, 2010 - Penny auctions are all the rage online and
chat rooms are full of buzz about the newest penny auction, SwipeBids. Penny auction participants at
SwipeBids can save up to 90% on some really cool products. There are over 1,000 daily penny auction
winner everyday at SwipeBids. It’s easy to join all the exciting action at SwipeBids. Simply register and
establish an account, place bids on any of the ongoing auctions and win some fantastic products. Literally
thousands of great products are won every day and all products typically ship to lucky winners within 72
hours. 

Some of the prices paid by auction winners have to be seen to be believed. One extremely lucky winner
won a Vizio 32” HDTV for $2.11 and another winner got an Apple iPod Classic 160GB for a mere $2.27.
These are just a couple of examples of the great deals available at SwipeBids. It’s easy to play; auctions
start at $0 and bids raise the price and if you are the final bidder when the clock stops you win. It really is
that easy to get cool products and electronics for pennies on the dollar.  SwipeBids is a highly original
marketplace that acquires brand name clearance and surplus stock from manufacturers and retailers and
makes it available to the public by the use of highly exciting and entertaining online penny auctions.

SwipeBids is the number 1 penny auction site and has been featured on ABC, NBC, CBS, PC Magazine,
Wired, USA Today and many other publications and media outlets. In addition to great deals and lots of fun
SwipeBids has several contests with fantastic prizes. SwipeBids offers hourly, daily and premium contests
and prizes worth thousands are awarded every single day at SwipeBids. SwipeBids offers safe and secure
transactions and accepts major credit cards. Check out the lively chat room too.  Find out what all the buzz
is about and go to SwipeBids.
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